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The Sol supercomputer provides ASU researchers access to a state-of-the-art
system with an observed GPU-only HPL speed of 2.272 PetaFLOP/s. This
short paper provides a motivation for the supercomputer as well as a techni-
cal reference of its many components, in the hopes that the implicit template
will encourage peer institutions to also generate corresponding publications
and foster discussion. The supplemental git repository [2] contains finer
details on the system’s configuration and has the ability to be updated as
the system evolves.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Following a community practice established by computational teams
that have built resources at the national scale, the intention of this
report is to establish a process for centralized compute facilities
at research institutions to describe the specifications, implementa-
tion, and benchmarking of these instruments [1, 16, 20, 21, 23, 25].
Such a report would benefit (1) the computational research commu-
nity by informing about the successes and pitfalls of standing up a
petaflop-scale cluster configuration, (2) the home institution’s user
community by providing a convenient means to cite the cluster in
publications and (3) broader research investigations, by providing
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a template for new HPC systems with significant investment and
simplifying, with an aggregation of these published records, sub-
sequent analyses surveying these instruments’ architectures and
impact.

2 MOTIVATION
Arizona State University operates campus HPC systems funded
through periodic university investments that establish a base amount
of free computing capacity and sufficient headroom in the system’s
interconnect fabric, shared parallel filesystem, liquid cooling capac-
ity, rack space, and power distribution to accommodate researcher-
purchased “condo" nodes. So-called condo nodes are researcher-
purchased compute nodes incorporated into a shared campus clus-
ter, prioritizing their owner’s compute jobs, with any unused cycles
offered opportunistically to the rest of campus.
By 2020 Sol’s predecessor had outgrown its network fabric and

shared filesystem (both had been upgraded more than once during
the system’s lifetime), andmost of the system’s GPU capacity resided
in researcher-purchased “condo" nodes. The opportunistic capacity
provided by GPU-equipped condo nodes ultimately proved insuf-
ficient in meeting the demands of GPU-hungry ASU researchers.
Thus, Sol was built to provide (1) sufficient general-purpose GPU
capacity to address current computing needs and (2) sufficient ex-
pansion capacity to accommodate three to five years of condo nodes.

3 OVERVIEW
At its release, the Sol supercomputer provides ASU researchers with
free access to 17 904 Zen3 cores, 224 80GiB A100 and 15 24GiB A30
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), 104 TB of RAM, all over an In-
finiBand network with access to 4 PiB of policy-enforced temporary
scratch space and 100 GiB of persistent home storage.

4 INFRASTRUCTURE
Sol is housed in an off-campus Tier 3+ commercial datacenter op-
erated by Iron Mountain (NYSE:IRM) and provides FISMA High
security. The caged space has room for up to eighty-racks. Sol cur-
rently consists of twenty APC 42U-racks with CoolIT liquid-chilled
doors and liquid cooling for compute and high-memory nodes. Cool-
ing is provided by three CoolIT rack DCLC CHx750 chillers which
have redundant pumps. One rotating chiller is always on standby.
Extensive under-tile plumbing had to be completed before bring-
ing any systems online, requiring careful coordination between
the on-site team, datacenter, and subcontracted installers. All ini-
tial configuration, cabling, and labeling was performed by Dell. All
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equipment is on a five-year warranty. NetBox is used for inventory
management.

Virtualization is provided by the Citrix Xen Hypervisor. Critical
systems and services are virtualized (e.g., the administration node)
to allow for daily or arbitrary snapshotting and ease of restoration.
Redundant Dell PowerStore block storage devices provide virtual
machine (VM) disks and are replicated between Iron Mountain
and the on-campus data center (four miles away in Tempe). Daily
system and volume snapshots are kept up to seven and thirty days,
respectively. XenOrchestra allows researchers and administrators
to manage VMs over a web interface.

The datacenter provides up to one megawatt of redundant power,
fully sourced from renewable wind or solar energy (via Iron Moun-
tain’s, “Green Power Pass”). As configured, Sol’s server racks are
supplied with either two (CPU-only racks) or four (GPU racks) 400
volt / 60 amp feeds, dependent on hardware power requirements.

Sol connects directly to the ASU research network, which routes
to both Internet2 and a commodity network over redundant 100
Gib/s links. Internet2 is the primary path and is provided by SunCor-
ridor’s Research and Educational Network. Cox Communications
provides the commodity service for ASU which serves as a backup
connection for Sol.

5 STORAGE
User home directories are hosted on a 2 PiB Isilon array. Researchers
are provided 100 GiB allocations that are snapshotted daily (rolling
30-day window).
Scratch storage is provided by a 4 PiB BeeGFS array of Dell

ME4084 devices configured by System Fabric Works. Four object
storage servers point to eight ME4084 storage enclosures. Two meta-
data servers and one management server all point to one all-flash
SSD ME2024. The BeeGFS service is available over both the 200
Gib/s InfiniBand and 25 Gib/s Ethernet interfaces. BeeGFS data are
subject to a Starfish-enforced ninety-day retention policy [3, 22].

Researchers also have access to an existing project-based storage
offering that is housed within the on-campus Tempe datacenter four
miles away from Sol, connected via a 100 Gib/s link over private, 2ms-
latency fiber. This service is currently provided to researchers for
$50/TiB/year. Project-based storage resides on two storage arrays:
a 4 PiB Isilon and a 3 PiB Qumulo. Snapshots are taken daily and
stored for up to thirty-days.

Finally, an archive service is provided to researchers for $10/TiB/year,
provided by a 2 PiB Spectra Logic LTO-tape array with a BlackPearl
object storage frontend. The array is housed in Iron Mountain and
is accessible through Globus [6].

6 COMPUTE NODE SPECIFICATIONS
All Sol compute nodes are dual-socket with hyperthreading dis-
abled, eight non-uniform memory access (NUMA) regions that map
sequentially to the core indices, and dual-channel DDR4-3200 PC4-
25600 ECC RAM manufactured by Hynix or Samsung. All com-
pute nodes also have Mellanox MT27800 ConnectX-5 and MT28908
ConnectX-6 providing 25 Gib/s (Ethernet) and 200 Gib/s (4x HDR
InfiniBand) respectively. All nodes have at least 16x 32GiB (540 GB
total) of RAM, the exception being the high-memory nodes with

32x 64GiB (2.2 TB total). Sol may be subdivided by several homo-
geneous compute partitions: 112 CPU-only nodes with AMD EPYC
7713 Zen3 (base clock 2 GHz, boost 3.6 GHz, 128 physical cores
total) [Dell PowerEdge C6525], 5 high-memory nodes with the same
characteristics as the CPU-only nodes but four-times more memory
[Dell PowerEdge R6525], 56 A100 nodes with AMD EPYC 7413 Zen3
(base clock 2.65 GHz, boost 3.6 GHz, 48 physical cores total) and
four NVIDIA 80GiB A100 SXM4 graphics processing units (GPUs)
[Dell PowerEdge XE8545], and 5 A30 nodes with AMD EPYC 7413
Zen3 (base clock 2.65 GHz, boost 3.6 GHz, 48 physical cores total)
and three NVIDIA 24GiB A30 PCIe GPUs [Dell PowerEdge R7525].

In aggregate, Sol’s compute nodes provide 17 904 Zen3 cores (~84%
EPYC 7713), 224NVIDIA 80GiB A100 SXM4GPUs, 15NVIDIA 24GiB
A30 PCIe GPUs, and 104 TB of DDR4 RAM. At least one A100 node
is run with NVIDIA’s Multi-Instance GPU (MIG) enabled, providing
seven slices per GPU (slices of one streaming multiprocessor with
9.5 GiB). A development environment has four additional CPU-only
nodes. TheA30 nodes and five of theA100 nodes are part of AFORCE
(NSF OAC-2126303): one of each will be dedicated to external use
which includes the Open Science Grid and a tri-university initiative
(with Northern Arizona University and the University of Arizona).

7 DATA TRANSFER NODES AND SERVICES
To enable large data transfers and host the Globus service, Sol has a
dedicated data transfer node (DTN). The physical node has the same
characteristics as the CPU-only compute nodes, but has 100 Gib/s
Ethernet and no InfiniBand. The system is positioned behind a pair
of 100 Gib/s firewalls, and connectivity is provided via static NAT.
Traffic is monitored but stateful packet inspection is disabled to pre-
vent performance loss. The DTN mounts the scratch filesystems on
Sol and its predecessor to facilitate migrations between the two su-
percomputers. Researchers may access the DTN explicitly through
SSH or implicitly via Globus. ASU’s Globus endpoint includes the
Spectra Logic plugin for accessing the long-term tape-storage sys-
tem, and the Google Drive plugin.

8 NETWORKING
Sol is constructed with two-tier spine-leaf networks for the various
fabrics. The HDR 200 Gib/s InfiniBand network consists of Mellanox
40-port QM8700 series switches and was designed with a 2.3:1 over-
subscription rate. There are twelve spine and thirteen leaf switches.
The twelve spines will allow for an additional twenty-seven leaf
switches to enable future expected growth.

The frontend Ethernet network consists of two Dell Z9264 64-port
spine-switches and thirteen Dell S5248F-ON 48-port leaf-switches
(all running OS10). Each leaf switch provides a 25 Gib/s link to
compute nodes and has a 100 Gib/s link back to each spine switch.
The backend management network has two Dell S5248F-ON

spine-switches and thirteen Dell S3048-ON 48-port leaf-switches.
Each leaf switch provides a 1 Gib/s Ethernet link to compute nodes
and has a 10 Gib/s link back to each spine switch. The management
network also supports out-of-band systems, i.e., IPMI, PDUs, chillers,
and the cooled doors, with room for future sensors or systems.
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Fig. 1. (𝑎) . Example visualization from Consul illustrating the difference in latency between hosts on the two supercomputers housed in separate datacenters
(4 miles apart). (𝑏 ) . Google Analytics traffic on Sol’s Open OnDemand (OOD) nodes. The curves are unique users over a rolling time period. (𝑐 ) . An example
of Sol’s status page, as part of the OOD web portal. Each square is a compute node; color indicates SLURM status. Hovertext provides node details. Filled or
empty circles indicate allocated or idle GPUs, respectively. (𝑑 ) . Sol compute-hour equivalent (CHE) usage as defined by equation (1).

A layer 3 boundary is provided by two 100Gib/s Fortinet FortiGate-
3401E firewalls. These also facilitate VLAN-to-VLAN communica-
tion and connectivity back to the on-campus datacenter (four miles
away from Sol) via private virtual routing and forwarding (VRF).

9 SOFTWARE
Images are deployed via PXE by Cobbler [4]. SaltStack [19] is used
to deploy and maintain system state. Salt is a client-server configura-
tion management software, with clients on every node monitoring
configuration changes. The main salt server runs on a virtualized
administration node, and the salt states are version-controlled by
git (via an independent but local gitlab instance).
Sol runs Rocky Linux 8.x (chosen over Alma and RedHat after

discussions with the HPC community) with the Mellanox OFED 5.x
drivers. Spack 0.18 [7] is used to provide the majority of researcher
software lmod 8.x modules. Apptainer 1.x is maintained by salt
outside of the module system, as is rclone 1.x. Python package man-
agement is done outside of spack with mamba 1.x [14] (chosen for
speed and license), with a semi-annual update schedule. Mamba was
patched to prevent messages about conda activate and ultimately
conda init, which causes troublesome shell configuration injec-
tions. Outside of global python environments which are installed to
system-mounted /packages/envs and Open OnDemand-powered

Jupyter lab 3.x with ipywidget and voila support, researchers are
expected to create their own environments.

Open OnDemand 2.x [9] is maintained by salt, and provides sim-
plified access to salt or admin maintained VirtualGL enabled virtual
desktops, Jupyter lab servers, MATLAB, and Rstudio Server (semi-
annual updates) [12, 18].

10 SCHEDULING
Sol runs SLURM 23.x [26] in a headless configuration and com-
piled with PMIx support. The control daemon, slurmctld, has high-
availability and failover enabled and runs on a dedicated virtual
machine (VM). A separate VM is dedicated for the MariaDB backend.
Sol is free for researchers and job priorities are enforced through
SLURM’s Fairshare, which does not have fairtree and is depth obliv-
ious. One hour on a GPU is tracked as 20-25 core-hour equivalents
(CHE) depending on the GPU model (A30-A100). One hour of a
Multi-Instance GPU (MIG) slice of an A100 is charged as three CHE.
Every hour of 4 GiB of memory allocation is tracked as one CHE of
usage. CHE are then tracked as
𝐶𝐻𝐸 = (𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 ) + (4𝐺𝑖𝐵 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 ) +3× (𝑀𝐼𝐺𝑠 ) +20× (𝐴30𝑠 ) +25× (𝐴100𝑠 ),

(1)
Figure 1(𝑑) shows Sol’s CHE usage since its inception, which is
heavily discounted when considering the raw compute ability of the
A100 relative to a CPU core (based on LINPACK, one A100 is ~500
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times faster than a theoretical EPYC 7713 core). Additionally, MIG
slices (provided only in the finest subdivision, roughly one-seventh
of an A100) are further discounted. This discount helps motivate
researchers to migrate workflows to the GPU.
The SLURM account hierarchy was motivated by XDMoD re-

quirements (to provide faculty sponsors with an aggregate report
on their students’ utilization) and influenced Linux groups. Internal
users are within their sponsoring faculty’s group and thus account,
which are under the university department, collected into “groups,”
and then registered as internal, that is, ASU/groups/department/lab
account/user. Adjacent to “groups” is a class hierarchy for Academic
course support and workshops. Adjacent to “ASU” is an external
hierarchy for OSG support.

Sol’s partitions are kept as generic as possible to match researcher
use cases. The SLURM job submit plugin allows highly precise hard-
ware allocations with minimal user job specification effort. Node
features are used to describe node hardware and also further con-
strain jobs (e.g., to not land on a condo 40GiB A100 instead of a
public 80GiB A100). The four partitions are general, HTC (High
Throughput Computing), highmem, and lightwork. General and
HTC contain all compute nodes sans high-memory and two CPU-
only nodes oversubscribed and dedicated to the lightwork partition.
Highmem contains the five high-memory nodes. General and high-
mem allow jobs with wall times for up to one week (by regular QOS
access, up to two weeks with special “long” QOS access). Lightwork,
which is oversubscribed and there to support classes and light inter-
active sessions, allows jobs with wall times for up to one day. HTC
will only accept jobs that request four hours or less of wall time, but
these jobs will run without interruption over the partition, which
includes faculty purchased condo nodes. These condo nodes are
also available in the general partition, but opportunely (jobs may
be cancelled, via preemption, to make room for the purchasing lab’s
work).

Typical researchers will use one of four main Quality of Services
(QOS): public, long, private, and debug. The default is public, which
works as described in the previous paragraph. Vetted researchers
may use the long QOS to increase wall times to up to two weeks.
The private QOS enables up to one week of opportunistic access
on faculty purchased condo nodes (that is, faculty and their labs
may preemptively cancel a private-QOS job to allocate on their own
purchased hardware, and these labs have a special QOS to access
their nodes in this way). Finally, the debug QOS boosts priority on
up to two jobs, for up to two nodes, for up to fifteen minutes of wall
time.
Backfilling is a primary job allocation mechanism, and thus it

was important to ensure that the backfilling window was at least as
long as the longest possible job (fourteen days).
The text/affinity plugin is enabled, which allows for core

binding at the job level. The select type parameter,
CR_CORE_DEFAULT_DIST_BLOCK, was enabled to improve the de-
fault performance of non-I/O bound compute-work by up to a factor
of two.
Additional details are provided in the supplementary materi-

als [2], including the output of scontrol show config and the
job_submit.lua source code.

11 USER MANAGEMENT
Sol has its own independent LDAP, which probes a university-
maintained active directory service to obtain UIDs and GIDs. Linux
groups associate a user to their sponsoring faculty and are tied to
user SLURM accounts and upstream reporting tools like XDMoD.
User access is reviewed annually. Class accounts are time-limited to
a semester plus a short grace period.

12 MONITORING AND ALERTING
Grafana [8] is used to visualize and alert on a variety of system-
wide data. The data are provided by different tools. Node metrics
and status are collected by Prometheus [17] and node_exporter.
Telegraf [10] is used to collect GPU and SNMP data (i.e., from the
three CoolTerra chillers, the network devices, and PDUs) which is
stored by InfluxDB. Grafana alerts are sent to Victorops and Slack
for critical system failures.
Elasticsearch is used with Filebeat for log collection. Consul is

used tomonitor latency between systems. An example view is shown
in figure 1(𝑎). Finally, node health check (nhc) [13] performs regular
system checks to take compute nodes offline when issues arise.

13 RESEARCHER INTERFACES
In addition to the third-party interface to Sol’s filesystems via
Globus, researchers typically access Sol by first connecting to a
university-provided virtual private network, which has two-factor
authenticationwithDuo, and then using their ASURITEs (university-
provided credentials) may access the Sol supercomputer via
sol.asu.edu through a shell (traditional ssh) or a web browser
(Open OnDemand, [9]). The web portal is very popular with re-
searchers and students. At the time of this writing, Sol had 349
users, and as figure 1(𝑏) indicates, the web portal received up to 60,
140, and 260 unique users over a 1-, 7-, and 30-day period respec-
tively. The web portal provides a custom status page, as illustrated
in figure 1(𝑐) and also links an XDMoD instance for rich usage
statistics [15]. Popular interactive applications, e.g., Virtual Desk-
tops, Jupyter, MATLAB, and RStudio are facilitated through the web
portal.

14 BENCHMARKS
During a March maintenance, two benchmarks were conducted
with NVIDIA’s HPC-X LTS suite for MPI over the InfiniBand: high-
performance linpack (HPL) [5] and IO500. The HPL benchmark is
a long-standing metric for quantifying the capabilities of a super-
computer, and was ultimately run across 52 A100 nodes to obtain
a speed of 2.272 × 1015 64-bit floating-point operations per second
(FLOP/s), with a passed residual (value of 6.4 × 10−6) and parame-
ters WR03L2L2, 𝑁 = 1469440, 𝑁𝐵 = 224, 𝑃 = 13, and 𝑄 = 16. Care
was taken to match the core and memory affinity of the GPUs as
reported by nvidia-smi topo -m. This result has placed Sol at
#388 on the Top500 June 2023 list [24]. For comparison, a single
A100-node with all four SXM4 GPUs achieved a maximum speed
of ~5.7 × 1013 FLOP/s, suggesting a 52-node theoretical speed of
~3 × 1015 FLOP/s and ~25% inefficiency likely due to network losses.

The IO500 benchmark was run on ten InfiniBand-adjacent CPU-
only nodes with care to bind every eight-core Core Cache Complex
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(CCX) to an independent MPI task (resulting in 160 tasks with 16-
tasks per node). With a stonewall-time of 300, the overall score was
16.48, with 61.76 IOPS and a bandwidth of 4.4 GiB/s. As a result, Sol
ranked 66th on the June 2023 ten-node IO500 list [11].

15 RESEARCHER ENGAGEMENT
When first announcing that a new supercomputer was purchased, a
naming contest was conducted and the person that submitted the
winning name, “Sol,” won a new Dell laptop [27].

Beginner tutorials are provided on a monthly basis in either an in-
person, hybrid, or online-only mode. In total, fifty trainings and one
expo are conducted annually on introductory to advanced topics.
A day-long “GPU Day” was conducted in April to on-board fifty-
attending researchers to the newly stood-up Sol GPUs.
In May of 2023, Sol hosted the 2023 Rocky Mountain Advanced

Computing Consortium HPC Symposium in Scottsdale, Arizona.
In preparation for the May 16-18 event, a new temporary account
system was created. Three transient open ondemand instances and
five-hundred temporary accounts were created. Attendees were
given access to ten “MIGified” A100 nodes which supplied a ded-
icated pool of 280 GPU slices. The ability to generate temporary
accounts will be carried over to new workshops, tutorials, and train-
ings.

16 CONCLUSION
Researchers are able to buy into the supercomputer by purchasing
Research Computing (RC) approved blades that are racked in an
RC-provided chassis. These compute nodes are available to the
supercomputing community for high-throughput computing for no
more than four hours or opportunely (pre-emptable) for up to seven
days. This model was based on the success of the previous flagship
supercomputer, Agave. In fact, many of the previous lessons learned
from Agave were used to motivate the many decisions involved
with standing up Sol but, prior to this report, remained esoteric
among our team.
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